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Running from danger is what Emmaleigh does best, but the monsters of her past are

inescapable.Years after ditching a corrupt coven in San Antonio, Emma is making a fresh start in

Massachusetts as the owner of a new luxury spa. Her life couldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t be more peaceful - until

a near-death encounter with ruthless vampire hunters draws attention to her questionable history.

According to the vampire elders, EmmaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s old ties make her a liability. Given one chance to

prove herself, sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s plunged headfirst into a journey to recover a stolen artifact from the

huntersÃ¢â‚¬â€•and assigned her own champion. Unfortunately, heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s also her former

lover, a master vampire with his own motivation for accompanying her.Despite their differences,

Emma and Adrian must work together to solve the mystery. Her past is coming back to bite her, and

the only way off the councilÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s hit list is to discover why the hunters want the relic at all.
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Adrian and Emma's story is my new favorite by Ms. Savage! I was so happy to see familiar

characters that I squealed happily in my chair. The world that has been created is fantastic and so

easily relatable to ours, I feel like I know the neighbors that are shapeshifters and vampires and



witches.

Our heroine has strengths she's never explored, her gifts have always been laying in the

background. Her attraction to our hero becomes so much more after a near death experience. With

the help of friends they work to rid the world of evil.

I enjoyed the plot and characters in Blood Kissed-- some of the plot crept from trope into clichÃƒÂ©,

but I still found myself wondering what would happen next. A good read, an interesting story, and

good writing.

Just started reading, entranced already will let you know how it finishes out

This novel held me captive from the first page to the very last page. Savage brings the characters

and their lives up close and personal in a way that leaves you wanting more. Blood Kissed was

everything I expected from the heroine Emmaleigh, to an alliance I didn't expect with shifters and a

badass demigoddess! I eagerly await the sequel.

So much potential for a new vampire book. Loved every moment.

Novice girl vamp with special powers, hot guy senior vamp. Werewolves, witches, fallen angels, etc.

Kind of a tired theme but entertaining enough to get the next one in the series.

As an incorrigible reader with an increasingly short attention span, I search out free and near free

books, often deleting several books at a time before finding one that catches and holds my

attention. This is one of those invaluable books from the KU library, and it kept me captivated until

the end. It features two vampires, an adept, Emma Whittaker, and a master, Adrian Kennedy. As

Emma's superior, Adrian is forbidden from fraternizing with her, something he's already crossed the

line on and refuses to cross again. But after Emma is attacked by hunters and defeats them, she is

sent by the council on an impossible mission to recover a dangerous artifact and Adrian is sent

along as her bodyguard. They face off against age old enemies and make unlikely allies along the

way. The ending was fairly predictable except for one major sticking point. But it was important, and

the ending was nebulous enough to lower my rating by a star. I would have preferred for the story to

continue until the problem was resolved and a more positive outcome between the two was



attained. It will be interesting to see where the story goes from here. As it is, it gets 3.5 stars.
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